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In 1967, Canada celebrated the 100th anniversary of its founding with a spectacular party, and
the whole world was invited. Montreal's Expo 67 was the first world's fair held in Canada, and it
was a huge success, attracting over 50 million visitors. The 1,000-acre site was built on two man-
made islands in the St. Lawrence River and incorporated 90 futuristic pavilions created by some
of the world's greatest architects and designers. Over 60 countries were represented, along with
many private, corporate and thematic pavilions, all brought together under the theme "Man and
his World." With performers and entertainers of all varieties, restaurants, cultural attractions,
exhibitions and a world-class amusement park, Expo 67 was literally the party of the century,
exceeding all expectations.



MONTREAL’SEXPO 67Expo 67 introduced a new form of admission ticket, cleverly branded as
a passport. Guests were encouraged to get their passports stamped at each of the pavilions,
just like real passports are stamped at border crossings. Collecting pavilion stamps is now a
popular pastime at many world’s fairs and expositions. (Author’s collection.)FRONT COVER:
The fountains of Swan Lake with the Telephone, United States, and Man the Explorer pavilions.
(Author’s collection.)UPPER BACK COVER: Canadian pavilions (Author’s collection.)LOWER
BACK COVER (from left to right): Man in the Community (Author’s collection.), Hostesses at the
Germany pavilion (Author’s collection.), Minirail passing United States pavilion (Author’s
collection.)MONTREAL’SEXPO 67BILL COTTERPublished by Arcadia PublishingCharleston,
South CarolinaLibrary of Congress Control Number: 2015953564For all general information,
please contact Arcadia Publishing:Telephone 843-853-2070Fax 843-853-0044E-mail
sales@arcadiapublishing.comFor customer service and orders:Toll-Free 1-888-313-2665Visit us
on the Internet atTo Carol: Thanks, once again, for your help and support. If I ever do get a time
machine, we’re going back to Expo 67 so you can see why I’m so excited about
it.CONTENTSTitle PageCopyright PageDedicationAcknowledgmentsIntroduction1.Cité du
Havre2.Île Sainte-Hélène3.Île Notre-Dame4.La Ronde5.Man and His
WorldACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis is the 10th world’s fair book I have written for Arcadia. I have
enjoyed doing each of them, but working on this book has been a special treat for me. I am lucky
to have been able to go to a number of world’s fairs over the years and have enjoyed each of
these international expositions. Expo 67 was unique, though.Hosting a world’s fair is not a trivial
matter, for building these events inevitably introduces a number of problems. In most cases,
large sections of the city have to be cleared to make way for the pavilions, usually displacing
some rather unhappy residents and businesses. Traffic woes can last for years, both during the
construction process and while the event is open. Prices can soar at local restaurants; parking
becomes impossible; and when the fair finally ends, it has almost always lost money, leaving the
city in debt for years to come.It is not surprising, then, that the people living close to an expo are
often not too happy with their temporary neighbor and avoid it as much as possible. In extreme
cases, such as the opening of Expo 2015, they have actually rioted in the streets in protest of the
event. This negative reaction stands in stark contrast to what I experienced during Expo 67.If
ever a city loved and embraced its fair, it was Montreal showing its love for Expo 67. Yes, there
were political battles over the location, the financing, and other issues, but by the time the gates
opened the problems were forgotten and the fun began. Expo 67 was a wonderful event,
celebrated by people across the country and from around the world, but especially by the people
of Montreal. It was a joy to be there then and to tell its story now.My thanks to those who helped
with their reviews of the manuscript and suggestions: Helen Kirzeder Schulte, Gerard Schulte,
Katie Carver, David Carver, Joseph Aspler, James S. Flanagan, Randy Lopes, Clément Drolet,
Louis Turgeon, Mark Strobl, and especially my wife, Carol, who has supported me every step
along the way. A special thanks to Roger La Roche for all of his work on the French version—I
couldn’t have done it without him.All photographs are from the author’s collection unless



otherwise noted.—Bill CotterAugust 2016INTRODUCTION“Être homme . . . c’est sentir, en
posant sa pierre, que l’on contribue à bâtir le monde.”(To be a man . . . is to feel that, through
one’s own contribution one helps to build the world.)—Antoine de Saint-ExupéryWhat came to
be known as Expo 67 began in 1958 when Canadian politicians began exploring ways to
celebrate the 100th anniversary of the Federation’s founding in 1867. The first public
announcement that they were considering a world’s fair was made by Sen. Mark Drouin on
October 28, 1958, at Expo 58 in Brussels, but the planners had to overcome some considerable
roadblocks before their dreams could become a reality.The first challenge was obtaining
approval from the Bureau International des Expositions (BIE), a Paris-based organization that
had been formed in 1928 to regulate world’s fairs. Several other nations were also interested in
hosting a fair in 1967, the target year, and when the BIE announced its decision in 1960, Canada
had narrowly lost to the USSR. The Canadian delegation began working on other, less grand,
plans for the centenary, but to everyone’s amazement and joy, the USSR decided in 1962 that it
would not hold its fair, citing concerns about security and cost. Although other countries
immediately expressed interest in hosting a 1967 fair, on November 13, 1962, the BIE
announced that Canada would be the host of “the Universal and International Exhibition of
1967.”A new federal agency, the Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World Exhibition, was
formed to design and operate the fair. One of the first obstacles it had to overcome was where to
put it. Montreal mayor Jean Drapeau had successfully lobbied to hold the fair in his city, but
where? Numerous studies of sites across Montreal and the surrounding area were conducted,
but there were huge problems with each of them. No single site met the requirements of size,
availability, and public transportation. Some consideration was given to using multiple sites,
somehow linked together, but on March 22, 1963, the organizers announced that they had found
a rather unusual solution to their problem. They would build their fair in the middle of the St.
Lawrence River.What was to become Expo 67 was originally two islands, Île Sainte-Hélène and
Île Ronde, and a section of the city’s port facilities. These areas were not nearly large enough to
hold all the pavilions planned for the fair, even if they were expanded, so a completely new
island, Île Notre-Dame, was built. The decision to build the islands had not been a unanimous
one, and many of the corporation’s leaders resigned in protest, some stating that the project was
too ambitious, too costly, and simply could not be done on time. Drapeau refused to listen to
their complaints and pressed on, managing to fill the board with members more sympathetic to
his plans. The City of Saint-Lambert was also not pleased with the plan, claiming that section of
the river was within its boundaries, and it took a federal ruling to resolve the dispute in Montreal’s
favor.Work on building the islands began on August 13, 1963. An estimated 28 million metric
tons of rock and dirt were needed to build out the site, much of it coming from the excavations
for the new Montreal subway system, expansion of the St. Lawrence Seaway, and by dredging
the river near the construction site. When completed, the site was slightly over 1,000
acres.During construction of the islands, the world’s fair had been rebranded as Expo 67. The
name was suggested by Donald A. Logan, a BIE executive, who noted that it would help make



the event stand out from other recent world’s fairs and was easily understandable in both French
and English. The planners had also chosen the theme “Man and His World,” based on the 1939
book Terre des Hommes by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. An Expo press release explained that
“the theme ‘Man and his World’ (would) provide a stirring illustration of 20th Century humanism
in a fully integrated presentation of Man’s artistic, scientific and philosophical development, the
whole permeated by both a feeling of belonging to the community of Man and an awareness of
the basic unity of mankind.” Most of the pavilions and exhibits found some way, even if tenuous,
to link to the overall theme.The islands were turned over to the Exposition corporation on June
30, 1964, and construction work on pavilions and supporting infrastructure began in earnest.
Building Expo 67 was a monumental job, employing more than 6,000 workers, but it was done
on time. When completed, the site held 847 buildings and pavilions; 27 bridges; 51 miles of road
and walkways; 23 miles of sewers and drains; 100 miles of water, gas, and power lines; 55,000
miles of phone wires and cables; 24,484 parking spaces; 14,950 trees; 4,330 trash cans; and
6,150 light fixtures.Expo 67 opened on April 28, 1967. A total of 50,306,648 customers enjoyed
the fanciful pavilions and shows before the gates closed on October 29, making it one of the
best-attended expositions in history. That was not the end of Expo 67, though, as seen in
chapter 5.Like most world’s fairs, Expo 67 ran over budget. The 1963 bill that authorized the fair
was based on a budget of $167 million. Costs soared to $218 million, which would be $1.5 billion
today if adjusted for inflation. Some reports claim the final sum was actually $439 million if all of
the infrastructure and operating costs were included. Those who attended Expo 67 are likely to
agree the money was well spent, though, as the summer of 1967 was a wonderful time to have
been in Montreal and part of Expo. Many modern-day residents and visitors to Montreal would
also agree the project was worth it, for most of the former Expo grounds are now Parc Jean-
Drapeau, a beautiful oasis that is a welcome addition to the city.OneCITÉ DU HAVREThe area
chosen for the main entrance to Expo 67 was Mackay Pier, a man-made peninsula originally
built to protect the port from storms. Before construction for Expo began, it was a little-used spit
of land that was largely undeveloped; this early photograph shows the area after it was cleared,
enlarged, and renamed for Expo. The white oval structure would become the Automotive
Stadium and was the site of many events during Expo.There were many ways to get to Expo 67,
including private car, bus, taxi, the Metro system, or by foot. One of the most novel ways was via
hovercraft, which connected several stops on the site to downtown Montreal. Many riders found
the hovercraft a bit unsettling; the waters of the St. Lawrence River, especially in the LeMoyne
Channel between the exposition’s islands, made for a bumpy and rather uncomfortable
ride.Seven towering hexagons marked the Place d’Accueil, the main entrance to Expo 67. The
bustling 2.5-acre plaza featured a stop on the Expo Express train line, a bus depot, a large taxi
facility, and an Expo tram that took riders farther into the grounds. Information counters were
available for those looking for accommodations or other tourist services. There was also a wide
variety of shops, restaurants, lounges, a day hotel, and even a liquor store.Expo 67 covered
1,000 acres, with some very long bridges that connected the islands, making it impossible to



see it all in one visit. Here, a group of visitors studies a map just inside the entrance as they plan
out their day. There were also numerous information stands to help guests find their way around
the grounds.Visitors wishing to get quickly to the main islands of Expo 67 could board the Expo
Express train at Place d’Accueil, then travel to stops at Habitat, Île Sainte-Hélène, Île Notre-
Dame, and the La Ronde amusement area. The 3.5-mile route afforded excellent views of the
grounds and proved very popular with riders. The free trains were completely automated,
making it the first such system in North America, but operators were placed on board to allay the
fears of nervous passengers.Expo 67 hosted the largest art display of any world’s fair. In addition
to dozens of sculptures scattered across the site and artwork within many of the international
pavilions, there were 188 paintings from 40 countries and 50 sculptures on display. A special
$35 million insurance policy covered the exhibits inside the 20,000-square-foot Art Gallery,
which was designed to exacting art museum standards.This large bronze sculpture was one of
the many pieces of artwork created for Expo 67. Tall Couple by Louis Archambault was
commissioned by the House of Seagram and was prominently located outside the Art Gallery
and on the main route from the Place d’Accueil to the rest of the pavilions. It is now located at the
University of Toronto, Scarborough campus.The Photography and Industrial Design pavilion
combined two different themes within its walls under the umbrella theme of “Man the Creator.”
“The Camera as Witness” presented 500 photographs from around the world, covering a wide
variety of subjects and styles. Industrial designs from 18 major schools comprised the second
half of the exhibit. Many visitors delighted in taking unusual photographs of the area using this
polished metal globe.Labyrinth was the home of an impressive film project sponsored by the
National Film Board of Canada. Loosely based on the ancient Greek fable of Theseus, who slew
the Minotaur in its maze, Labyrinth told the story of how mankind was making its way through an
even more elaborate maze as people progressed from living in caves to their modern lifestyles.
New projection techniques included dual 70-millimeter projections on two perpendicular
screens, which is now credited as being the forerunner to the popular IMAX format.Habitat 67,
also known just as Habitat, was a very unusual exhibit, as people actually lived in the complex
while Expo 67 was open. A total of 354 preformed concrete cubes were used to construct the
158 apartments in the striking complex. The apartments came in a wide variety of
configurations, ranging from a simple single-bedroom unit of 600 square feet to a four-bedroom
complex of 1,700 square feet. Each precast cube measured 17 feet, 6 inches by 38 feet 6 inches
by 10 feet high and weighed 70–90 tons.Although the exterior of Habitat was quite unusual, the
interior spaces were rather conventional. Living inside an ongoing exhibit had some unusual
challenges. Expo visitors could take tours of a fully furnished sample apartment; when the line
got too long, some tourists resorted to knocking on the doors of the occupied units to ask if they
could take a quick peek inside. Even worse, any friends coming for a visit had to pay the Expo 67
admission fee.Guests could also tour the specialized equipment used to build Habitat, including
the $750,000 cranes, concrete molds for the cubes, and a half-finished unit that showcased the
interior construction techniques. Habitat was originally planned to be a 900-unit complex, and



others were to have been built around the world. Higher than expected costs led to a scaling
back of the project, and none of the other complexes were ever built. Although generally panned
by critics in 1967, Habitat has become one of the more exclusive addresses in Montreal.A dock
opposite Habitat provided the opportunity to tour a number of ships while they were visiting
Expo. Many were Canadian warships, such as the destroyer HMCS Restigouche seen here, but
others came from 11 different countries. The sailing ship Bluenose II, which was designated the
host ship of Expo, was also on display.

The 1964-1965 New York World's Fair (Images of America), Seattle's 1962 World's Fair (Images
of America)



J Hicks, “Have visited Montreal several times and each time make a .... Have visited Montreal
several times and each time make a subway trip to Parc Jean Drapeau, site of Expo 67. It's very
peaceful and serene now, but I became enamored with all things Expo during my many walks
around the park and the few remaining vestiges of that World's Fair. This book is filled with color
photographs that take you back to that most optimistic time. I could almost hear Michele
Richard singing "Un Jour, Un Jour!"”

Chuck, “Fine remembrance of a great exposition. Sharp, well-composed photos and informative
captions capture virtually every part of Expo 67.”

Sally Smith, “Five Stars. Perfect condition, arrived on time, reasonable price. Thanks!”

Dan The Man, “Love it '67. Chalked full of beautiful pictures!!!”

Randy Peasley, “Five Stars. Well researched and written. Brought back 50 years of life's
personal experiences for me!”

William, “This Is An Excellent Informative Book With Beautiful Color Pictures.. This excellent
book has beautiful color pictures in it and is very informative. That is why I liked this book. Some
of the interesting information mentioned in this book by the author of this book includes the
following information: Collecting pavilion stamps is now a popular pass-time at any many world's
fairs. Expo 67 opened on April 28, 1967. 50,306,648 attendees attended before the gates closed
on October 29 1967. Expo 67 connected 1,000 acres with some very long bridges that
connected the islands. After Expo 67 closed down on October 29, 1967, Expo 67 would reopen
the following year as a permanent attraction to be called Man And His World. Some exhibitors
decided to continue to operate their pavilions, but others simply turned over the key and walked
away. Most of the Communist bloc nations decided to remove their pavilions. Man And His World
limped through to its final season in 1984. Kuwait was the only country to withdraw from Expo
67 during the six month season. Long lines were common at the USSR Pavilion, which was
ranked as the most popular exhibit at Expo 67 with more than 15 million visitors passing through
it. La Spirale is another surviving attraction from Expo 67 that is still in operation. There is a one
minute ride to the top of the 312 foot tower. I would highly recommend this book because of the
interesting information in it and the beautiful color pictures.”

Bronwen Williams, “Lots of Great Photos But Hardly Any Text. I was going to put three stars, but I
chose four because I do like the book, it's just that I went through it in about half an hour. There
is very little text and I had been expecting a lot more story to go with the photos. There are lots
of photos, in clear colour, mostly two per page. The photos brought back memories of my visits



to Expo67 with my parents when I was a child. I was expecting a description of each pavillion
listing what the exhibits were, and also maybe some stories of celebrity visits, odd things
happening, insights from people who visited, background stories on how the exhibits were built
and maintained during the Expo, and maybe behind-the-scenes photos.”

Valérie Boudreau, “Nice pictures. Great book, a lot of souvenirs when i read it !”

Kayla M, “Five Stars. Great shape and very interesting.”

The book by Bill Cotter has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 15 people have provided feedback.
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